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Introduction
Arithmetic functions f , g are called additive or multiplicative if
f (ab)= f (a)+ f (b), g(ab)=g(a) g(b),
respectively, for coprime a, b. They are completely additive (multiplicative)
if this holds for all a, b.
For a real number z let &z& denote its distance from the nearest integer.
Let 2 denote forward differences 2f (n) := f (n+1)& f (n).
Ka tai's conjecture, that we shall prove here, can be formulated as either
of the following obviously equivalent theorems.
Theorem 1. If f (n) is a real valued additive function and &2f (n)&  0
then there exists a suitable { such that
& f (n)&{ log n&=0, for all n. (1)
Theorem 2. If g(n) is multiplicative, |g(n)|=1 for all n and 2g(n)  0
then
g(n)=ni{, with a suitable {. (2)
Ka tai himself gave partial solutions. In [1] he proved that
&2f (n)&=0(n&1) (3)
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implies (1) (equivalently |2g(n)|=0(n&1) for (2)), and in [2] he showed
that already
&2f (n)&=0(n&=), =>0 (4)
is sufficient.
A proof of the conjecture was given by the first author at the conference
on Diophantine Approximations at Oberwolfach, Germany, March 814,
1984.
Independently, between 1985 and 1986, as a visitor of the Institute of
Mathematics, Academia Sinica, the third author weakened Ka tai's condi-
tion to
&2f (n)&=0(e&B(log n)k), B, k>0, suitable. (5)
In [3] the condition was weakened further to
&2f (n)&=0((log(m) n)&1), (6)
where log(1) n=log n, log(m+1) n=log(log(m) n).
In the present paper we give the proof of Theorem 1 from 1984, which
is selfcontained except that it uses Erdo s' theorem [4], and sketch an alter-
native one that depends on Ka tai [2].
It is convenient to write _(n) :=2f (n)&I(n), where I(n) denotes the
nearest integer to 2f (n).
The Proof of the Theorem 1
1. ;(a, b) := f (ab)& f (a)& f (b) # Z for all a, b # N.
Proof. Consider any a, b # N. Let n  , s.t. (n, ab)=1, choose u sub-
ject to (bn+u, a)=1, 0u<a.
Then
;(a, b)= f (ab)& f (a)& f (b)= f (abn)& f (a)& f (bn)
=\ f (abn+au)& :
au&1
i=0
(_(abn+i)+I(abn+i))& f (a)+
&\ f (bn+u)& :
u&1
j=0
(_(bn+ j)+I(bn+ j))+
=:(a, b; n, u)+J(a, b; n, u),
where :(a, b; n, u) :=&au&1i=0 _(abn+i)+
u&1
j=0 _(bn+ j)  0 as n  
and J(a, b; n, u) :=&au&1i=0 I(abn+i)+
u&1
j=0 I(bn+ j) # Z.
Hence ;(a, b) # Z.
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2. Construct a function F(n) as follows: Let F(1)= f (1), choose
integer k(n) recursively such that
F(n)= f (n)+k(n), F(n) # (F(n&1)&12, F(n&1)+12].
Consequently
2F(n)=_(n)+I(n)+2k(n),
from _(n)  0, I(n)+2k(n) # Z and |2F(n)|12 we have
I(n)+2k(n)=0, for large n
and so
2F(n)  0 as n  .
3. #(a, b) :=F(ab) &F(a) & F(b) =;(a, b) + k(ab) &k(a)&k(b) # Z,
for all a, b # N, then there exists (a) such that #(a, b) be a constant
(denoted by $(a)) for all b(a).
Proof. By 2 we have
#(a, n+1)&#(a, n)=F(an+a)&F(an)+F(n+1)&F(n)  0
The proposition follows since # is integral valued.
4. G :=F+$ is completely additive.
Proof. G(a)=F(a)+limn   #(a, n)=limn  (F(an)&F(n)).
Therefore
G(ab)= lim
n  
(F(abn)&F(n))
= lim
n  
(F(abn)&F(bn)+F(bn)&F(n))
=G(a)+G(b).
5. $(n) is constant for n(2).
Proof. From 4 we have
#(ab)=$(a)+$(b)&$(ab) for all a, b.
Then, for any a by 3
$(ab)=$(b) if b(a).
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Consider any m, n(2), choose k such that 2kmax((m), (n)), then
$(m)=$(2m)=$(4m)=$(2km)=$(2k)=$(n).
6. End of the proof.
By 5 and 2 the additive function G=F+$ has the property 2G(n)  0.
According to Erdo s [4] it follows that with some constant { # R
G(n)={ log n
and the theorem follows from the construction of F.
Sketch of an Alternative Proof
7. Let S(n)=max[ |_(k) | |2nk<2n+1], T(n)=sup[S(k) | kn],
then there exists a positive integer n0 such that
S(n)(S(n&1)+T(2n))2, if n>n0 .
Proof. By 1, it is easy to deduce that
_(2k)+_(2k+1)&_(k) # Z, _(2k)&_(2k+1)&_(4k2+4k) # Z,
furthermore, from _(n)  0, they must be zero for k2n0, and so
2_(2k)=_(k)+_(4k2+4k),
2_(2k+1)=_(k)&_(4k2+4k).
Clearly, the proposition follows.
8. T(n)=S(n) for nn0 .
Proof. Assume in the opposite case S(n$)<T(n$) for some n$n0 .
From S(n)  0, we know that [n | S(n)=T(n$)] is a finite set, let n" denote
the largest one in this set. Clearly, n"&1n$ and
S(n)<T(n$), T(n)<T(n$), if n>n".
So by 7
T(n$)=S(n")(S(n"&1)+T(2n"))2<(T(n$)+T(n$))2
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This is a contradiction.
9. Put R(n) :=S(n&1)&S(n). Then R(n)0 for n>n0 , and
R(n)=S(n&1)&S(n)S(n)&S(2n)
= :
n
j=1
R(n+ j)R(n+1)+R(n+2)2R(n+2)
Furthermore, from S(k)  0 we have
S(n)=S(n+m)+ :
m
j=1
R(n+ j)= :

j=1
R(n+ j)2 :

i=0
R(n+2i)4R(n)
Consequently
_(n)=0(n&12).
According to Ka tai [2], the theorem follows.
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